May 24, Thursday morning

9:00 M. Deistler: Generalized linear dynamic factor models
9:35 Z. Prášková: Monitoring procedures in RCA models

COFFEE BREAK

10:40 N. H. Chan: Group LASSO for structural break time series
11:15 M. Hušková: Change-point detection in panel data

May 24, Thursday afternoon

14:00 W. B. Wu: Efficient estimation of copula-based semiparametric Markov models
14:35 M. Barigozzi: Which model to match?

COFFEE BREAK

15:40 -17:00 Poster session I

J. Chan: Darling–Erdős limit results for change-point detection in panel data
S. Fremdt: Asymptotic distribution of the delay time in Page's sequential procedure
B. Pešťová: Ratio type statistics for detection of changes in mean and the block bootstrap method
H. Timmermann: Detecting a gradual change in an open-end setting
L. Torgovitski: Change-point detection in functional observations

18:30 Conference reception
Generalized linear dynamic factor models

M. Deistler, BDO Anderson, E. Felsenstein, A. Filler and B. Funovits

We consider generalized linear dynamic factor models. These models have been developed recently and they are used for forecasting and analysis of high dimensional time series in order to overcome the curse of dimensionality plaguing traditional multivariate time series analysis.

We consider a stationary framework; the observations are represented as the sum of two uncorrelated component processes: The so called latent process, which is obtained from a dynamic linear transformation of a low dimensional factor process and which shows strong dependence of its components, and the noise process, which shows weak dependence of the components. The latent process is assumed to have a singular rational spectral density. For the analysis, the cross sectional dimension $n$, i.e. the number of single time series, as well as the sample size are going to infinity; the decomposition of the observations into these two components is unique only for $n$ tending to infinity.

We present a structure theory giving a state space or ARMA realization for the latent process, commencing from the second moments of the observations. The emphasis is on the zeroless case, which is generic in the setting considered. Accordingly the latent variables are modeled as a possibly singular autoregressive process and (generalized) Yule-Walker equations are used for parameter estimation. The Yule-Walker equations do not necessarily have a unique solution in the singular case, and the resulting complexities are examined with a view to find a stable and coprime system.

Finally we present some preliminary results for the mixed frequency case, where the time series components are sampled at different rates. We consider identifiability and estimation from mixed frequency data based on extended Yule-Walker equations.